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After years of political
deadlock, multiple ministerial
resignations and several
general elections, the UK has
now left the EU. The timber
trade has been affected by
new trading regulations and
requirements as ports and
supply chains adapt to the
changes. However, as this
Timber Trade Federation
survey shows, our members
seem well prepared and ready
to forge ahead with business
post-Brexit.
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Since becoming CEO of the Timber Trade
Federation in 2016, Brexit has been at the
centre of political life and TTF activity. Our
position has been to lobby for a deal with
minimal barriers to trade; while we’ve also
hosted webinars and conferences, created
Brexit pages on our website, written blogs, and
produced a step-by-step Brexit Guide for our
members.
We now have a deal where there will be no
tariffs on imports or exports, but with a raft
of extra paperwork and non-tariff hurdles to
overcome. However, our members, based on
this survey and meetings, seem prepared for
the new requirements they must undertake.
Q1 2021 has already brought multiple reports
of haulage and freight companies rejecting jobs
and hiking prices to travel to Britain amid long
waiting times at British ports. Exporting goods
to the EU is similarly affected by post-Brexit
changes. A Road Haulage Association (RHA)
member survey found the volume of exports
going through British ports to the EU fell by
68% last month compared with January last

year, mostly as a result of problems caused by
Brexit.
Despite the many obstacles, the past year
has shown the timber industry to be resilient.
During the pandemic, the industry has
rebounded to levels not seen in decades as
demand for all products is at an all-time high.
Although members have reported a tightening
of supply, we expect market demand to remain
strong for much of this year even with Brexit
and COVID-19 attempting to slow it down.
Looking ahead there are many challenges
beyond logistics that our members will have to
face. The customs grace period will end in July
and could mean more delays at ports, while the
UKCA marking scheme coming into force this
year could add extra cost, confusion and delay.

until the trade barriers are removed.
While some may view Brexit as an issue now
behind us, there remains a long road ahead to
understand how the Government’s deal will
hold up in the years to come and the impacts it
may have.
This report and member survey should
reassure you that, so far, our members are
prepared for Brexit and the UK timber industry
will continue to overcome the hurdles put in its
way.

David Hopkins
CEO Timber Trade Federation

While ‘unfettered access’ from Great Britain
to Northern Ireland had been promised, in
reality trading has become more difficult, with
a number of our members reporting they are
looking to cease trading with Northern Ireland
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Thirty-six member companies
responded to this survey,
representing timber
importers, merchants,
agents, and manufacturers.
The survey finds that Brexit
red tape has caused a mild
impact on their business as
customs and due diligence
mapping combined with
logistical challenges from
increased border checks has
slowed down trading, but not
demand.
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Introduction
The United Kingdom leaving the European Union
is one of the most significant changes to trade for
the UK since joining the European Communities in
1973. The UK and the EU have signed a Trade and
Cooperation Agreement that provides 100% tariff
liberalisation for qualifying goods. Non-qualifying
goods are potentially subject to double duty when
sold across the border.
The UK timber industry is adapting to the changes
in importing and exporting goods from the EU
and Northern Ireland. Custom declarations, due
diligence mapping, and phytosanitary certificates
are just a few of the new barriers that Brexit has
introduced. The UK imports ~9 million cubic
metres of timber every year from Europe. This
accounts for nearly 54% of all timber and panels
consumed in the UK.
While customs, due diligence, and phytosanitary
certificates are perceived to be teething problems,
trade from Great Britain to Northern Ireland and
UKCA marking will have a medium to long-term
effect unless resolved by the Government.

Northern Ireland Protocol – Is
this working?
Since Brexit talks began between the EU and the
UK, the Good Friday Agreement has presented a
considerable challenge to achieving a trade deal.
Eventually the EU and the UK settled on the
Northern Ireland Protocol, which aims to keep
the Good Friday Agreement intact, as people and
goods can still move freely between Northern
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
However, this new ‘regulatory’ border between
Northern Ireland and Great Britain has brought
two major changes for the timber industry,
‘unfettered access’ and goods ‘at risk/not at risk’.

Unfettered Access
As part of the Northern Ireland Protocol,
‘unfettered access’ allows Northern Ireland
businesses to have continued unregulated
access to the whole of the UK market.
However, this access is only one-way as Northern
Ireland is still following EU’s laws, including the
European Union Timber Regulations (EUTR). This
means that timber goods from Great Britain are
subject to customs declarations, due diligence,
phytosanitary certificates, and potentially duty.

Members believe this is starting to have a
detrimental impact on supplying the Northern
Irish market. One respondent stated this has
caused “considerable trade barriers” and
another saying it would be “more cost-effective
for our business to cease trading with Northern
Irish customers.”
Arduous administration time and cost to fill
out the necessary paperwork coupled with the
increase in resources needed to meet customer
needs in Northern Ireland are all factors which
pose risk to trade within the four home nations
of the UK.

Declaring goods “Not At Risk”
Under the Northern Ireland Protocol, goods
moving from Britain to Northern Ireland will
be deemed as being at risk of crossing the
border into the EU’s single market, unless it
can be shown otherwise. Customs duty will be
charged when non-domestic goods move from
Great Britain to Northern Ireland where they
are at risk of subsequently being moved into
the EU.
Respondents have rated this as having a
minimal impact on their business.
Members have noted that this is not because
the system is working well, instead, it has had
very little impact as “the system to declare
goods ‘not as risk’ isn’t operating yet.”
With another commenting “no impact at the
moment. But it is important to say that our
customers in NI have not yet been required to do
import declaration as TSS has informed.”
Consequently, it would be a mistake to judge
its performance at this early stage of the
process.

Almost half (45%) of the respondents trading in
Northern Ireland believe that this has disrupted
trade, not because of the ‘unfettered access’
from Northern Ireland to Great Britain, instead
of Northern Ireland receiving goods from Great
Britain.
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Logistics
One of the challenges facing members is
logistics, with haulage vehicles, such as trailers,
causing the most problems.
Although it is difficult to separate whether
impacts to the freight industry are due to the
pandemic or Brexit, respondents have said
they believe Brexit has exacerbated problems.
Members have stated they are experiencing a
dramatic slowdown in deliveries, particularly
from haulage across the English Channel from
European countries.

This is unsurprising given the complexity of
the two new systems and paperwork that
international drivers have to negotiate, one
system to enter the UK and a different system
to exit. Often it is proving easier not to attempt
a return load rather than face further delay,
adding considerable costs for Buyers.
Members are hopeful that this is a mediumterm problem until the pandemic abates and
ports build the infrastructure needed to deal
with border controls and recruit the staff
needed to complete customs checks faster.

Customs Declarations
Adding to the challenges for our members is
customs declarations. Although EU imports
currently have a six-month grace period from
customs declarations and tariffs from 1 July.
Members have rated this as having a mild
impact on their business as more paperwork
has led to confusion about the documents
required and additional cost.
Many of them commented that they
anticipated difficulties trading in the first few
weeks of Brexit and avoided importing large
quantities from Europe until systems get up to
speed.
Similarly, exporting goods into the EU is having
a minimum to mild impact on business.

Softwood products have been the most
affected as 66% of respondents stated they
have had issues importing and exporting due
to haulage companies charging increased rates,
rejecting their request for delivery in and out
of the UK, and a lack of truck ability due to the
trade barriers introduced by Brexit.
Members have noted these problems have
increased pressure on the staff at ports as they
are having to process many more vehicles than
they can handle and that there are mixed skill
levels at different ports.
All these issues combined are why many
logistics companies are preferring to drive
domestically or within continental Europe than
travel to the UK.
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Softwood is the most affected product as
members declare they are having issues
trading to other countries, like the Republic
of Ireland with difficulties around paperwork
causing delays to the transport of goods by up
to five days before they are cleared.
Most respondents (12/17) who trade between
Great Britain and Northern Ireland have not
had any issues declaring customs.
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Due Diligence

bulk supplies from regular customers outside
the EU. But when topping up from the EU, there
could be several supply chains involved in one
shipment. Every chain has to be risk assessed
despite already being risk assessed to enter
the EU. Suppliers do not want to risk revealing
their supply chains for smaller (but essential)
occasional orders.”

Due diligence is also another challenge to trade
for our members. Respondents view the current
due diligence regulations as a mild barrier to
trade with Northern Ireland and importing
timber from the EU.

Some respondents highlighted that European
suppliers do not understand why they have
to prove due diligence when the product is
certified or when from a low-risk region of the
EU.

Importing timber from the EU has been made
more difficult as additional administrative
procedures and European companies unwilling
or unable to share details of supply chains to
help members complete the necessary due
diligence has become a growing problem.

It is hoped that over time our members’
European suppliers will accept the new due
diligence requirements and share their supply
chain information to lessen the blocking of
trade.

Respondents noted that the Trader Support
Service, the free Government service that helps
businesses move goods complete declarations
on your behalf, and bring in goods, has helped
members prepare and successfully trade.

On top of that, each shipment must go through
double due diligence. Stock going into the EU
undergoes due diligence and then when it has
been purchased by a UK trader, due diligence on
the same product has to be undertaken again.
One respondent stated “Due diligence works for

Respondents trading with Northern Ireland
have reported the extra due diligence needed
from Great British suppliers to Northern Ireland
has had a mild impact on their business with
Northern Ireland based companies feeling the
brunt.
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This is because both countries now adhere
to two different timber regulations. British
suppliers now must map out their supply
chain to show their product is legal and can be
deemed as having ‘negligible risk’ to put goods
on the European market.
One respondent stated “as a Northern Ireland
based business bringing goods from GB to NI, we
are relying on our GB suppliers laying bare their
supply chains to enable us to risk assess the
purchases. Thus far we detect a certain amount
of reluctance on the part of suppliers.”

implemented in three phases over the first
six months. Phase 2 will commence 1 April
introducing charges against some paperwork.
The requirement for Phytosanitary Certificates
on trade in exports to the EU and Northern
Ireland has so far had a minimal impact on
respondents’ businesses.
Goods from outside Europe that require
phytosanitary certificates to enter the UK will
need UK export phytosanitary certificates
if they are subsequently sold to Europe or
Northern Ireland.
Currently, it is taking up to five days to obtain
the export certificates as respondents state
they are experiencing huge delays, with panel
products being the most affected.

In terms of product type, 63% of respondents
have expressed that panel products have been
the most affected under the new due diligence
regulations as panel products are subject to
EU duty unless the NI Buyer confirms in the
customs entry that the goods are NOT “At Risk”
of crossing the border and being sold in the EU.
Conversely, due diligence requirements on
goods exported to the EU are having a minimal
impact on their trade.

Panel products going into Northern Ireland
are marginally more affected than softwood
products as the delay in receiving the
certificate is “just not practical.”

Respondents stated it has had no impact on
them conducting business as it is the buyer’s
responsibility to complete due diligence, such
as supply chain mapping and risk assessment,
not the sellers.

Phytosanitary Certificates
Phytosanitary certificates (PCs) issued by Plant
Health Authorities have replaced EU plant
passports and will be needed for the import of
wood, wood products, and bark from the EU.
EU imports of sawn conifer timber, which
is bark-free, will still be permitted without
Phytosanitary Certificates unless it is from
Portugal or Spain.
However, plant health imports are being
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66% of respondents have reported softwood
products exported to the EU are affected by the
requirement with one saying “delays, poorly
prepared and ill-informed policing” has caused
this to become a mild issue for members.
Importantly members are aware of the
requirements and what they need to do, so
delays should diminish once the systems are in
place.

Other issues -Double duty
and VAT
The payment of double duty on third Country
goods has had a minimal level of impact on
businesses importing and exporting.
This is because respondents either do not
purchase third country products outside of the
EU or they buy direct from the third country to
avoid paying any duty charges.
One respondent exporting to the EU
commented that the double duty has made
them less competitive due to the increased
cost prices on their products, especially for
softwood.
For many others, this has not had a profound
impact on their business, especially as most
wood products (154 codes of 200 codes) are
duty-free.

UKCA Marking
The new UKCA marking has already started to
concern members for the future of trade.
While this year members can continue placing
CE-marked goods onto the UK market, from
January 2022 the UKCA mark will become the
sole UK conformance mark.
This would raise considerable trade barriers
and challenges next year with concerns
businesses will not have enough time to
prepare for the implementation of the new
mark.
The TTF will work with the Construction
Products Association (CPA) and the
Confederations of Business Industries
(CBI) to advocate for a deferment of the
implementation of the mark or to achieve
equivalence with the CE Mark.

Comparably, amended VAT arrangements have
so far had a minimal impact on trade.
The new VAT and excise procedures are now
being applied to goods traded with the EU, in
the same way, that already applies to goods
traded outside of the EU.
Members are prepared for these changes as
one commented they now account for VAT on
the imports in their monthly HMRC returns and
another stated they have set up a Deferment
Account from HMRC.
Those that export to the EU did report this
has had a minimal impact on trade as one
respondent said they have set up a deferment
account to help their customers.
Members are confident they have successfully
overcome these two issues as many do not
seem affected by the changes.
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Going Forward
Logistics, customs, and due diligence are all
factors that have had a medium impact on
respondents’ businesses.
Logistics is the most concerning immediate
challenge facing respondents. The lack of
availability of haulage vehicles, inflated costs,
haulers’ refusal to import and export goods in
and out of the UK due to Brexit red tape has
made trading difficult.
Coupled with ports lacking the infrastructure to

Disclaimer: This report is only meant as a snapshot of the
impose customs checks, this has contributed to
industry, and should not be taken as representative of all
logistical problems and hindrance on trade.
timber traders, or indeed all members of the Timber Trade
EU suppliers have also become a potential
Federation.

barrier to trade as they are failing to provide
our members with the required supply chain
information to complete their due diligence.

These issues will likely be short to
medium-term challenges because once
the infrastructure at ports has been built,
businesses across the EU and the UK should be
accustomed to the Brexit red tape.
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The most pertinent long-term challenge to
trade is trade with Northern Ireland. As the UK
does not have the same agreement of goods
going into Northern Ireland from Great Britain,
members have stated they are considering
ceasing trade with Northern Ireland.
This is a political issue between the EU and
the UK, thus will take far more than a tweak to
fix. Until an agreement on this issue has been
reached, it will continue to be a barrier for our
members.
Positively, respondents have not stated any
concerns regarding their preparedness for
Brexit. Of course, there will be issues going
forward as grace periods ends for customs,
however, none have indicated they are
experiencing difficulties understanding their
new obligations and roles.
Looking ahead, the TTF will continue to have a
dialogue with its members on issues they are
experiencing around Brexit. We will be hosting
quarterly committee meetings with members
and will be conducting more surveys and
reports on the future to gauge the state of the
market in the timber industry.

Timber Trade Federation
As a membership body, we have been supporting
timber traders for over 125 years. The industry
is now worth more than £10bn, employing more
than 100,000 people across the supply chain, and
is of rising importance as climate change become
a defining feature for the government, regulators
and customers.
Buying from a TTF member means buying timber
you can trust.

Disclaimer: This report is only meant as a

snapshot of the industry, and should not be taken
as representative of all timber traders, or indeed all
members of the Timber Trade Federation.
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